ESIS ProClaimSM — Expert Healthcare Liability Claims Management
Professional healthcare liability claims require clinical professionals.
Why?
Complex allegations come with high demands supported by a wealth of
medical documentation. You need expertise and diligence to effectively:
• Explore the theory of liability
• Assess whether there was a breach of the standard of care
• Determine the relevance of supporting medical documentation
Whether the claim stems from a hospital setting, a senior living center,
an outpatient facility, or treatment by an individual practitioner — the
evaluation of the claim demands answers to key questions:
• Is there available coverage?
• Are there risk transfer opportunities?
• Was there a breach of the standard of care?
• Do medical records support the cause, scope, and permanency of
injury?
• Are the diagnostics and treatment protocols consistent with the injury?
• Does the financial demand even make sense?
Protecting your brand and your reputation is at the heart of each
claim managed by our professionals. Claim strategies are thoroughly
developed with a sense of urgency by our team of attorneys, clinicians,
and specialty adjusters.

Managing medical
malpractice is our
core business.
Get answers to your
professional liability
claims questions.
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The material presented herein is not intended to provide legal or other expert advice as to any of the subjects mentioned, but rather is presented for general information only. You
should consult knowledgeable legal counsel or other knowledgeable experts as to any legal or technical questions you may have. ESIS® , Inc., a Chubb company, provides claim
and risk management services to a wide variety of commercial clients. ESIS’ innovative best-in-class approach to program design, integration, and achievement of results aligns
with the needs and expectations of our clients’ unique risk management needs. With more than 65 years of experience, and offerings in both the U.S. and globally, ESIS provides
one of the industry’s broadest selections of risk management solutions covering both pre- and post-loss services. For more information, visit us at www.esis.com and
www.chubb.com.
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